Certifications as Experience

Experiences that Propel Your Career Webinar Series

Speakers: Brett Lovins & Matt Saunders - Learning@Cisco
Hostess: Kara Sullivan

7 July 2016
Welcome to the 2nd session of the *Experiences that Propel Your Career* webinar series!

- Use the Q and A panel to ask questions.
- Use the Chat panel to communicate with attendees and panelists.
- A link to a recording of the session will be sent to all registered attendees.
- Please take the feedback survey at the end of the webinar.
NEXT SESSION:

Volunteering to Gain Experience

📅 30 August, 2016 – 9:00 A.M. PST

Register at: bit.ly/EPYCwebinar
Brett Lovins – Cisco Learning Network Community Manager

Matt Saunders – Cisco Learning Network Community Manager

Mike Lossmann – Sr. Network Architect
What comes first, the chicken or the egg?
Resume Tips – What to Highlight

• Highlight the specific skills required to gain cert(s) using targeted keywords for search:
  • TCP/IP
  • IPv4, IPv6 and Subnetting
  • Configure, verify, and troubleshoot (Layer 2/Layer 3)
  • VLAN Configuration
  • DHCP
  • NAT
  • Infrastructure Security
  • Cisco IOS
Do your push ups

- **Building Your Digital Brand** - Demonstrate your expertise.
- **Cisco Learning Network**
  - Demonstrate your expertise
  - Community Spotlight Awards
  - VIP Program
- **LinkedIn Publishing Tools**
- **YouTube Videos**
  - Configuration walk through demos
  - How many hours a day do you lab?
Milan Rai / Nepal – Case Study
Resources to Learn More

Career Advice:

- NetAcadAdvantage.com
- Pathways for Cisco Certifications
- Advice on studying for Cisco Certifications
Join Cisco Networking Academy

• Go to netacad.com
• Click *Learn with Us*
• karsulli@cisco.com